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Executive Summary

I

n August 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released
the final version of its proposed Clean Power Plan (CPP), which calls for
reducing emissions of carbon dioxide from U.S. electric generating plants by
870 million tons below 2005 levels by 2030, when the EPA assumes that the CPP
will be fully implemented. In that same year, the EPA estimates that the annual
benefits from reducing CO2 emissions will have increased to $20 billion and that
the associated co-benefits from reducing emissions of air pollutants will provide
an additional $14 billion to $34 billion (2011$) in benefits. The compliance costs,
principally the higher costs of meeting future electric demand, were estimated by
the EPA to be less than $9 billion per year in 2030.
This paper presents the results of a comprehensive examination of the assumptions and methodology used by the
EPA to estimate the costs and benefits of the CPP.
Starting with the benefits side of the ledger, the paper examines the EPA’s estimates of the direct benefits from
reduced CO2 emissions, which the EPA calculates as the product of projected CO2 reductions and the estimates
of what is called the “social cost of carbon” (SCC). The SCC is the estimated present value cost of reduced future
economic well-being caused by CO2 emissions in a given year, calculated using computer models that project how
CO2 emissions will change world temperature and climate and, consequently, economic well-being.
Next, the paper evaluates the assumptions and methodology used by the EPA to estimate co-benefits resulting
from the CPP. Co-benefits refer to reductions in emissions of other pollutants—primarily, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
oxides of nitrogen (NOx)—that are expected to take place because of the reductions in CO2 emissions from electric
generating plants. Co-benefits arise because SO2 and NOx lead to the formation of particulates and ground-level
ozone, which have been associated with increased risks of premature death from lung and heart disease, as well
as other respiratory illnesses, such as bronchitis. The EPA’s co-benefits estimates are based on three separate
components: (i) an electricity supply model, which estimates the costs of meeting future electricity demand while
adhering to the CPP’s individual state-level CO2-reduction mandates; (ii) epidemiological models that translate
reductions in SO2 and NOx into reductions in local particulate and ground-level ozone concentrations, and hence
into reductions in premature deaths; and (iii) the EPA’s estimates of the value of a statistical life.
The paper then turns to the cost side, examining the assumptions and methodology used by the EPA to estimate the compliance costs of the CPP, which the EPA defines as the additional costs of meeting future electricity
demand while adhering to the CO2 emissions limits. Specifically, the paper examines the EPA’s assumptions regarding future operating costs and efficiency of generating resources, including wind and solar energy resources;
the agency’s treatment of the costs of energy-efficiency resources; and its assumptions of investor certainty when
making future generation-sector investment.

KEY FINDINGS
This paper finds that the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis
significantly overestimated the direct benefits of CO2
reductions and co-benefits of accompanying reductions
in air-pollutant emissions; its analysis also significantly underestimated the specific costs of meeting future
electricity demand.
Estimates of future CO2 emissions, along with changes
in those emissions, depend on numerous assumptions,
especially future economic growth and the “carbon
intensity” of the economy, i.e., the average amount of
CO2 emitted for each dollar of world economic output.
Because of the difficulties in forecasting the rate of technological change and future economic growth, longterm forecasts of CO2 emissions are highly uncertain—
and that uncertainty increases over time. Estimates of
the SCC compound that uncertainty because the models
used to estimate SCC values rely on arbitrary inputs regarding climate sensitivity and feedback effects, as well
as arbitrary inputs to measure the relationship between
CO2 emissions and economic well-being.
Ultimately, however, the EPA’s estimates of billions of
dollars in annual benefits from CO2 emissions are unsupportable, not because of the arbitrariness of SCC
values but because the CPP will have no physically measurable impact on world climate, estimated to be less
than 0.01 degrees Celsius by the year 2100 using an
EPA-sponsored climate model. Without any measurable impact on world climate, the CPP cannot provide
any climate-related benefits, regardless of the estimated SCC.
Perhaps as a consequence of the CPP having no measurable impact on world climate, the EPA also couches
the benefits of the CPP in strategic terms: specifically,
that the U.S. must lead if other countries, especially
China and India, are to follow and enact their own CO2
emissions-reduction policies. This seems doubtful, for
two reasons. First, past experience with the 1998 Kyoto
Protocol, which was also an agreement to reduce world
CO2 emissions, suggests that this type of leader-follower strategy is unlikely to work because the greater the
actions taken by leaders, the greater are the benefits of
free-riding by potential followers. Second, compliance
with the multinational climate agreement that was

signed in Paris in December 2015 (known as COP21,
or the Paris Agreement)1 is strictly voluntary. Importantly, all the “intended nationally determined contributions” (INDCs)2 submitted in advance by signatories to the Paris Agreement will themselves have little
or no measurable impact on world temperature by the
year 2100: less than 0.2 degrees Celsius, based on the
same EPA-sponsored climate model. It seems unlikely
that developing nations, such as China and India, will
restrict their domestic economic growth by imposing
higher energy costs for the sake of uncertain climate-related benefits far into the future.
The EPA’s estimates of co-benefits from future air-pollution reductions also suffer from significant uncertainty and modeling errors. The reasons for this include:
(i) unrealistic assumptions about increases in the rate
of technological improvement for coal-fired generating plants under the CPP, plus the fact that the EPA
ignored the potential adverse economic impacts of such
improvements under its own New Source Performance
(NSP) rules; (ii) use of epidemiological models that
assume that there are no threshold air-pollution concentration levels below which additional health benefits cannot be obtained, even though under the Clean
Air Act, the EPA is required to establish exposure levels
that are supposed to incorporate an adequate margin of
safety to protect the public health; and (iii) incorrectly
defining all deaths attributed to particulates and ozone
exposure as “premature,” even though the probability
of eventual death is necessarily 100 percent. As a consequence of these errors, the EPA has likely significantly overstated the magnitude of these benefits and may
have double-counted benefits already captured in the
agency’s other air-pollution rules.
The EPA also significantly understates CPP compliance
costs for at least four reasons. First, the EPA’s modeling framework assumes that generation-plant owners
and investors have perfect knowledge about the future
and will make generation-plant investment and operation decisions accordingly. But that does not reflect how
generation-plant owners and investors make decisions
and likely caused the EPA to overestimate investments
in operating-efficiency improvements under the CPP.
Second, the EPA annualized the actual costs that consumers will pay for energy-efficiency investments over
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those investments’ expected lifetimes, rather than accounting for the costs at the time of purchase. Third, the EPA relies
on unsupported projections of increasing wind and solar
plant output, combined with decreasing capital and operating costs. And fourth, the EPA ignores the additional costs
associated with necessary upgrades to the U.S. high-voltage
transmission system to accommodate a doubling of wind
and solar capacity by 2030, as well as the additional costs of
fossil-fuel generation needed to back up intermittent wind
and solar generation production.
Finally, the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis suffers from a fundamental flaw, in that the analysis compares estimates of
world economic benefits against a subset of U.S.-only costs.
The EPA justifies the worldwide scope of benefits, not only
because CO2 emissions affect global climate but also because
the U.S. operates in a globally interconnected economy.
True enough; but on the cost side, the EPA looked only at
the change in cost to meet future U.S. electricity demand.
The EPA ignored the broader impacts on the U.S. economy—
notably, potential reductions in future U.S. GDP growth resulting from higher electric costs—and ignored the impact
of changes in future U.S. economic growth on the world
economy because of those same worldwide economic interconnections. This apples-to-oranges comparison of benefits
and costs is a fundamental flaw of the Regulatory Impact
Analysis (RIA), the EPA’s name for cost-benefit analysis.

The many flaws of the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis of the CPP
do not necessarily mean that the U.S. should not adopt any
policies to address climate change. While cost-benefit analysis is a component of evaluating proposed policies—and an
important one, at that—it should not be viewed as some sort
of policymaking deus ex machina.
Development of optimal climate-change policies—including
whether an optimal policy is to do nothing specific to reduce
future CO2 emissions—depends on many factors, not the
least of which are highly uncertain computer models. But
such policies also hinge on attitudes toward future risks,
whether society must purchase “insurance” against those
risks, and, if so, how much insurance should be purchased.
Moreover, development of optimal climate-change policies
must confront the inevitable trade-offs between devoting resources to address more current issues (e.g., access to clean
water, vaccinations against debilitating diseases, and ample
supplies of low-cost energy to improve economic growth)
and devoting resources to address potential future impacts
from climate change. None of these are simple issues, and all
involve inherently subjective factors.

MISSING BENEFITS,
HIDDEN COSTS
THE CLOUDY NUMBERS IN THE EPA’S
PROPOSED CLEAN POWER PLAN
I. Introduction

N

o other environmental issue today is the subject of more
discussion, debate, and media coverage than human-induced climate change, which is supposedly caused by
increasing emissions of carbon dioxide from the combustion of
fossil fuels. These debates cover everything from basic questions
of physical measurement—How has the earth’s climate changed
over time? How may the climate change in the future because
of increased CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere?—to how
increased CO2 emissions will affect the economic well-being of
future generations.3
In the U.S., the transportation and electric power-generation sectors are the largest sources of
CO2 emissions. But regulating emissions from trains, planes, and automobiles, of which there
are millions, is more difficult from a policy standpoint than regulating CO2 emissions from
stationary power plants. Therefore, to reduce CO2 emissions associated with electric power
generation, on August 3, 2015, President Obama and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Gina McCarthy announced a new Clean Power Plan (CPP),4 which is supposed
to reduce U.S. CO2 emissions from electric generation, particularly those from coal-fired power
plants. The CPP is supposed to reduce those CO2 emissions 32 percent below their 2005 level
of just over 2.4 billion metric tons (equal to about 2.65 billion short tons),5 or, according to
the EPA’s calculations, about 870 million short tons per year, by 2030, the year in which the
agency assumes that the CPP will be fully implemented.6
The CPP requires all U.S. states, except Alaska and Hawaii, to achieve specific reductions in
CO2 emissions associated with generating electricity. States can achieve these reductions in one
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of two ways: (i) a rate-based approach that requires states to
meet a specific maximum average emissions goal per megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity generated; or (ii) a massbased approach that requires states to meet specific annual
CO2 emission caps measured in short tons.7
To meet either type of emissions target, states will have to
produce electricity using lower CO2-emitting technologies—

substituting natural gas and renewable generating resources
for fossil-fuel generation, especially coal—plus reducing electricity demand through greater investments in energy-efficiency measures. The EPA assumes that all states will be able
to reduce electricity demand 1 percent per year, beginning in
2020, “[c]onsistent with recent studies of achievable demand
reduction potential conducted throughout the U.S.”8

The Clean Power Plan and New York State
The EPA’s rate-based final goal for New York State, to be achieved by 2030, is an emissions rate no greater than 918 pounds
of CO2 per MWh of electricity generated. The corresponding mass-based final goal is an annual cap of 31,257,429 short tons of
CO2 per year emitted by electric generating facilities. The EPA provides both approaches to achieving reductions—rate-based
and mass-based—“to expand the range of choices that states have in developing their plans.”9
By comparison, in 2013, total New York State CO2 emissions from electric generation were estimated by the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) to be 33 million short tons.10 Although the required reduction in CO2 emissions of about 2 million
short tons is only about 6 percent below 2013 emissions, the 2013 emissions total reflects the CO2-free generation from six
nuclear power plants in the state, which face political and economic pressures to close.11 For example, Governor Cuomo has
called for closing both Indian Point nuclear units. The state’s four other nuclear plants face economic pressures from continued
low natural gas prices, which are keeping wholesale electric power prices low.
In 2013, New York’s six nuclear plants12 generated about 44.8 million MWh, almost one-third of the total electric generation in
the state.13 Replacing those plants with electricity generated from state-of-the-art natural gas–fired units would produce almost
17 million tons of CO2.14

The EPA’s Cost-Benefit Analysis
Cost-benefit analyses of major federal regulations like the
CPP are required under Executive Order 12866 (1993),15 Executive Order 13563 (2011),16 and OMB Circular A-4 (1993).17
The EPA’s “Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses”
(2014)18 embodies the legal requirements set forth in these
two executive orders and in OMB Circular A-4.
The EPA’s cost-benefit analysis estimated that total benefits
would range between $34 billion and $54 billion per year
(2011$) by 2030, the year in which the EPA assumes that the
CPP will be fully implemented. The EPA estimated that the
CPP would impose costs of less than $9 billion per year.19

provide a separate breakdown of CO2 reduction benefits accruing to the U.S. The remaining $14 billion to $34 billion
(roughly 40 percent to 60 percent) in estimated annual benefits are co-benefits associated with reductions in emissions
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). That is,
by reducing CO2 emissions from the electric power sector,
the CPP will also reduce emissions of SO2 and NOx—hence
the term “co-benefit.” Emissions of these two pollutants lead
to formation of particulates and ground-level ozone, which
are associated with deaths from heart and lung diseases, as
well as illness. The estimated co-benefits arise from the EPA’s
predictions of fewer premature deaths, asthma attacks, sick
days, and hospital admissions.20

Of those projected annual benefits in 2030, the EPA estimated the direct worldwide benefits from CO2 emissions
reductions would be $20 billion. The EPA analysis does not

Finally, the EPA notes numerous unquantified benefits associated with the CPP. These include everything from other
health-related benefits (e.g., reductions in annual bronchitis

cases because of lower particulate emissions) to better visibility and reduced harm to wildlife.21
The EPA estimated annual costs of implementing the CPP of
between $5.1 billion and $8.4 billion in 2030 under the massbased and rate-based approaches, respectively.22 These compliance costs stem from the EPA’s estimates of the higher costs
of meeting future U.S. electric demand, along with minor additional costs for reporting and record-keeping.

This paper presents a critical review of the validity and accuracy of the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis, and whether that analysis
justifies implementation of the CPP.23 Section II addresses
the validity and accuracy of the EPA’s direct benefits estimates
from expected carbon reductions. Section III addresses the
co-benefits estimates. Section IV addresses the validity and
accuracy of the EPA’s compliance cost estimates. And Section
V offers conclusions and policy recommendations.

II. The EPA’s Estimates of the Direct Benefits of
Reducing Future CO2 Emissions Are Overstated
and Speculative

T

he primary purpose of the CPP is to reduce CO2 emissions, which are the source of
most greenhouse gas emissions.24 As the EPA states: “The emission of greenhouse
gases (GHGs) threatens Americans’ health and welfare by leading to long-lasting
changes in our climate.”25 Thus, this paper begins with a comprehensive review of how the
EPA estimated the benefits of reduced CO2 emissions projected to arise because of the CPP.
As this section discusses, the EPA’s estimated benefits are speculative, highly uncertain, and
overstated, primarily because the CPP will have no actual impact on world climate.
How the EPA Estimated the Benefits of Reduced
CO2 Emissions
The EPA calculated the direct benefits from reduced CO2
emissions as the product of the estimated reductions in CO2 in
a given year, multiplied by the social cost of carbon (SCC) for
that same year. Thus, in year T,

Carbon Reduction BenefitT=ΔCO2,T • SCCT
where ΔCO2,T is the estimated reduction of CO2 emissions in
year T because of the CPP, and SCCT is the estimated value of
the SCC that year. The EPA estimated carbon reduction benefits for the years 2020, 2025, and 2030. The reduction in CO2
emissions in a given year equals the difference between CO2
emissions under the EPA’s business-as-usual scenario (i.e.,
without the CPP in place) and CO2 emissions under the CPP.
For example, the EPA’s projected net reduction in CO2 emissions in 2030 is 415 million tons. This is less than half the
mandated 870-million-ton reduction below the 2005 emissions level because CO2 emissions from the U.S. electric-generation sector have already decreased significantly since 2005,

owing to greater reliance on natural gas–fired generation and
improvements in power-plant operating efficiencies.26
For the year 2030, the EPA used an estimated SCC value of
$48/ton.27 Therefore, the estimated CO2 reduction benefit in
2030 is: 415 million tons • $48/ton = $19.92 billion, or about
$20 billion.
Thus, the estimated direct benefits of the CPP from future
CO2 reductions depend on two factors: (i) the economic
model used by the EPA to determine the difference in electric-generation-related CO2 emissions between the EPA’s
business-as-usual scenario and the CPP; and (ii) the climate
models used to estimate the SCC.
The SCC and the Meaning of Social Costs
Economists define social costs as costs that accrue both to
private individuals and to society at large. For example, a
gallon of gasoline having a market price of $2.50 is its private
or market cost. But burning a gallon of gasoline also causes
air pollution, the costs of which may not be reflected fully in
the market price. This additional nonmarket cost is called an
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“external cost” because it is outside the
normal market transaction. Social cost,
then, is the sum of the market cost and the
external cost.28
Unlike gasoline, CO2 emissions are not
priced in the market.29 Therefore, the SCC
is composed entirely of external costs.
The SCC values used by the EPA were developed by the White House Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of
Carbon (IWG), which includes the EPA.30
The IWG used three climate models to estimate the change in economic output in the
future associated with greater CO2 emissions (and resulting climate changes) in a
given year (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. 

Estimating the Social Cost of Carbon in 2030
World GDP
The shaded area equals the change
in GDP each year caused by the
additional CO2 emitted in 2030.

∆GDP

∆CO2 in 2030

In Figure 1, for example, an increase in CO2
emissions in 2030 is assumed to cause adt = 2030
ditional warming of the earth’s climate over
time. That warming, in turn, is assumed to
Source: Author illustration
cause a reduction in future world economic output, such as agricultural production,
and requires additional investments to
mitigate adverse climate impacts, such as constructing seawalls to
reduce flooding in coastal cities. Economists term these impacts a
“loss in social welfare.”31 Because the economic impacts occur over
a long period of time, impacts in future years are discounted to the
emissions year to account for the time value of money. In other words,
because of the time value of money, a $1 million impact 100 years
from now has a lower present value than a $1 million impact today.
By comparison, world CO2 emissions in 2014 were estimated to be
about 32 billion tons.32 Those emissions are expected to increase
by about 25 percent by 2035, to about 40 billion tons33 (Figure 2).
Thus, the CPP proposes to reduce projected world CO2 emissions by
only about 1 percent that year, based on the goal to cut 415 million
tons by 2030. Moreover, in 2015, China announced that it had been
burning more coal every year since 2005—about 600 million additional tons in 2012 alone—than it had previously disclosed. These
new coal-consumption data mean that China’s annual CO2 emissions
are more than 1 billion tons larger than previously reported—more
than twice the proposed CO2 reductions from the CPP in 2030.34
The impact of the CPP on projected world CO2 emissions leads to
a third factor affecting the EPA’s estimates of the direct benefits of
the CPP: whether the CPP will have any measurable impact on world
climate. The EPA never considered this third factor, even though, as
explained later, it is a linchpin of the EPA’s climate-benefit estimates.35

T = t + centuries

FIGURE 2. 

Estimated Impact of the CPP on
Projected World CO2 Emissions
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How the SCC Values Used by the EPA Were
Estimated
The SCC values that the EPA used to estimate the primary
benefits of the CPP were first estimated by the IWG in a 2010
report.36 The IWG updated its analysis, along with the estimated SCC values, in 2013 and again in July 2015.37 The EPA
used the SCC values from that July 2015 report to estimate the
benefits of the projected CO2 reductions under the CPP.
As was shown in Figure 1, the SCC in a given year represents
the cost of the present value of an additional ton of CO2
emitted into the atmosphere in that year. The present value
cost of additional carbon emissions is based on the projected changes in world economic output and consumption, as
measured by gross domestic product (GDP), over time. The
models used to estimate the SCC assume that CO2 emitted in
a given year will affect the climate, as well as world GDP, for
centuries thereafter.
Because the SCC is measured in dollars per ton terms, ideally
the SCC should be estimated by evaluating the impacts of
each additional ton of CO2 emitted. That is, the SCC should
represent the marginal cost of each additional ton of CO2. In
fact, however, none of the models used to estimate the SCC
does this. Instead, these models compute average per-ton SCC
values based on large changes in CO2 emissions under different scenarios. As discussed below, this difference is important
because the reductions in CO2 contemplated by the CPP are
far smaller than the emissions changes used by the models to
estimate SCC values.
SCCs and Integrated Planning Models
The models used to estimate the SCC typically extend several
hundred years into the future. Although the impacts of carbon
emissions may extend further into the future, the discounted values of future changes in world economic output so far
into the future are negligible when the 3 percent and 7 percent
discount rates called for by OMB Circular A-4 are used.38 The
choice of discount rate used to calculate the SCC in a given
year is also a critical (and controversial) factor in estimating
the benefits of reduced CO2 emissions.
The SCC values used by the EPA were developed from three
Integrated Planning Models (IPMs). IPMs combine simplified
versions of climate models (i.e., models that predict changes
in world temperatures and regional climate) with simplified
models of world economic output.
IPMs first predict changes in local climates over time caused
by increases in world CO2 emissions and temperature. Based
on these predicted changes in world temperatures and climate,

the models then estimate the changes in economic output over
time and the costs to mitigate the predicted adverse impacts
of higher CO2 emissions. For a given year, the discounted
present value of the change in economic output divided by the
change in CO2 emissions in that year equals the SCC. In other
words, the SCC in a given year is an average per-ton estimate.
The SCC values that emerge from the IPMs depend critically
on three factors: (i) estimates of climate sensitivity, i.e., how
increased CO2 emissions affect the level and rate of temperature change; (ii) the damage functions linking higher temperatures to changes in world economic output; and (iii) the
discount rate applied to future changes in economic output
and mitigation costs.39 The three IPMs used by the IWG all
make different assumptions about these three factors, which
accounts for the wide variation in the estimated SCC values
that the models produce.
The Arbitrary Nature of IPM Assumptions
Despite the IPMs relying on “simplified” models of climate
and world output, the actual mechanics of estimating SCC
values are complex and subject to significant uncertainty.40
Moreover, it turns out that the estimated SCC values are
all based on arbitrary modeling assumptions that lack any
economic basis.41 In effect, SCC values are creatures of their
human modelers’ personal preferences and assumptions. The
problem is that basing climate policy—or any public policy
that will impose billions of dollars in costs on U.S. consumers and businesses each year—on the arbitrary preferences of
a few modelers is, at the least, questionable in terms of both
overall economic efficiency and equity.
Estimates of future CO2 emissions depend on numerous assumptions, especially future economic growth and the “carbon
intensity” of the economy, i.e., the average amount of CO2
emitted for each dollar of world economic output. Because of
the difficulties in forecasting the rate of technological change
and future economic growth, long-term forecasts of CO2 emissions are highly uncertain, and that uncertainty increases over
time. Yet IPMs simulate world climate and economic changes
over periods of centuries.
For example, because of technological improvements, total
U.S. energy-related CO2 emissions in 2014 were 600 million
metric tons lower than 2005 levels, 5.4 billion metric tons
versus 6 billion metric tons,42 even though U.S. inflation-adjusted GDP increased by more than $1.7 trillion, or 12 percent,
in that period.43 Thus, rather than economic growth in the
U.S. being associated with greater CO2 emissions (a positive
correlation), emissions have decreased as the economy expanded (a negative correlation). Will that relationship apply
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over the next two centuries in the U.S.? What about in other
developed nations? And how will carbon intensity change in
developing nations seeking to raise the standard of living for
their citizens as rapidly as possible? The simple answer is
that nobody knows.
Nor does anyone know what role the uncertain amount of
future CO2 emissions will play in determining the overall
change in future global temperatures, as well as the rate
of change in those temperatures. As MIT professor Robert
Pindyck notes, future temperature changes depend on
complex feedback mechanisms, which are poorly understood and “for the foreseeable future may even be unknowable.”44 Moreover, the assumed feedback mechanisms are
all self-reinforcing, that is, they are based on assumptions
that increases in world temperature cause climate changes
that lead to still more increases. Yet, despite massive climate
upheavals in the past, such as volcanic eruptions and ice
ages, feedback mechanisms have been negative: extremes
of climate have been followed by reversion back to climate
equilibrium.
Nevertheless, these “unknowable” climate feedback mechanisms are used to predict future changes in climate. Then
those predicted changes in climate are linked to additional

assumptions that link climate changes to changes in world
economic output and mitigation costs—again, using what
Pindyck claims are arbitrary assumptions.
Moreover, these “unknowable” feedback mechanisms drive
changes in economic output, which affect overall CO2 emissions. The economic damages depend on the assumptions
made about the costs to reduce CO2 emissions and reduce
future temperature changes, which depend on forecasts of
the rate of technological change. Again, however, the modeling parameters used are arbitrary, which is why Pindyck
concludes that IPMs provide little or no useful information
for policymakers.45
Uncertainty and the Specific IPMs Used by the
IWG
To estimate the benefits from reduced CO2 emissions under
the CPP, the EPA used an average of the SCC values determined by three IPMs: DICE, FUND, and PAGE. Each model
uses its own set of assumptions about climate sensitivity and
economic damages. The IWG calculated SCC values using
each of the three models. These calculations were based on
five of ten alternative future climate scenarios developed in
2009, as part of an exercise by the Stanford Energy Modeling
Forum (EMF), using still other IPMs.46

FIGURE 3. 

Stanford EMF Scenarios: Projected Global CO2 Emissions and World GDP
Stanford EMF Scenario
World CO2 Emissions (billions of metric tons)
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550 ppm average

Year
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122.7
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125.7
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334.9
369.5
337.9

World GDP (trillions of 2005$)
IMAGE
MERGE
MESSAGE
MiniCAM
550 ppm average
Source: IWG report, July 2010, p. 16, table 2. http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/climate/regulations/scc-tsd.pdf

The Stanford EMF scenarios envision large
changes in future world CO2 emissions, from
the levels of about 30 billion metric tons in
2010 to between 13 billion and 118 billion
tons in 2100 (Figure 3).47 All five scenarios project large increases in world GDP
by 2100, compared with GDP in 2000, increasing from about $38 trillion (2005$) to
between $268 trillion (MERGE) and $370
trillion (MiniCAM).

FIGURE 4. 

Distributions of SCC Estimates for 2020
(in 2007$ per Metric Ton of CO2)
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Social cost of carbon in 2020 (in 2007 dollars)
As described in the IWG’s 2010 report, four
Source:
IWG
2015,
p.
13.
of the EMF scenarios (IMAGE, MERGE,
Source: IWG 2015, p. 13
MESSAGE, and MiniCAM) were chosen
as alternative business-as-usual futures.
The fifth scenario represented one in which
CO2-equivalent concentrations were stabilized at 550 ppm,
Uncertainty in the IWG’s SCC Estimates
requiring significant reductions in world CO2 emissions
As Pindyck discusses, uncertainty about different parameter
to compensate for the fact that CO2 emitted into the atmovalues, such as climate sensitivity, if addressed at all, was
sphere remains there for decades.48 Each of these models
evaluated by the IWG using Monte Carlo simulations, which
used different assumptions about future GDP, population,
result in pseudo-probability distributions of the calculated
and emissions growth. The fifth scenario used the averages
SCC values.49 Figure 4, for example, reproduces, from the
of the other four scenarios. Each model assumed that new
IWG’s 2015 update, the range of SCC values calculated by the
nuclear generation and carbon-capture generation technolDICE, FUND, and PAGE models.
ogies would be available at different costs.
As shown in Figure 4, coupled with the sensitivity of
In some cases, the models could not be solved. That is, some
the calculated SCC values to the choice of discount rate,
of the models could not keep CO2 concentrations below the
SCC values vary widely. In particular, in many cases, the
specific maximum concentration levels without spending
FUND model calculates negative SCC values—indicatmore than 100 percent of world GDP to do so. For the sceing that increased CO 2 emissions provide a net annual
narios that were solvable, the models calculated a wide range
economic benefit in 2100 (Figure 5). As can be seen, if
of SCC estimates. For example, in 2020, the different models
the temperature change is less than 3 degrees Celsius,
used by the EMF calculated SCC values of between $1/ton
FUND shows negative global losses. In fact, FUND
and $1,300/ton (2005$).
shows that a global temperature increase of between 1
and 2 degrees Celsius would maximize consumption.
The IWG used the Stanford scenarios and ran them through
Moreover, the FUND results lie outside the 95 percent
the three different IMPs to generate its own set of SCC values.
range (two standard deviations) of the PAGE model.
However, the IWG did not restrict CO2 emissions to remain
(The DICE model results approximate the upper range
below the concentration limits set out in the Stanford models.
of the PAGE model results.)
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FIGURE 5. 

Forecast Annual Consumption Loss and Global
Temperature Change in 2100
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Figure 6 shows the “5 percent probability” and “95 percent
probability” values in 2020 from the 2015 IWG report, for
the five EMF scenarios and for each of the three models
(DICE, FUND, and PAGE)—a total of 15 estimates. That is,
based on the Monte Carlo analysis, 5 percent of the estimated SCC values are less than the “5 percent probability” values
reported by the three IPMs, and 5 percent are greater than
the “95 percent probability” values. Again, the distributions
of the SCC values are not the same as true probability distributions; they are modeling artifacts arising from the assumptions of each modeler.

FUND (CS=3)

Why the Choice of Discount Rate
Used to Estimate SCC Values Is
Controversial
The discount rate represents the “time
value of money” and is commonly applied
in cost-benefit and financial analyses in
which costs and benefits accrue over time.
Doing so enables those costs and benefits
to be compared on an equivalent basis. For
example, individuals will prefer receiving
$1,000 today rather than ten years from
now; they value $1,000 today more than
$1,000 ten years from now. How much
more depends on an individual’s discount
rate. The greater an individual’s discount
rate, the lower he will value a future
payment relative to a payment today.

From the standpoint of investments today
that provide returns in the future, dis4°
counting is a matter of overall economic efficiency and the opportunity cost of capital
(i.e., investments today that provide a
return on capital). For example, a business
contemplating investing in a new machine
today will do so if the expected returns provided by that machine are greater than other alternative investments.
In the context of climate change, however, economic-efficiency arguments about the opportunity cost of capital become
enmeshed in arguments about intergenerational equity and
fairness, as well as risk aversion.

To summarize, the estimated SCC values used by the EPA are
based on three IPMs and five energy futures selected by the
IWG, energy futures that were themselves based on a 2009
analysis developed by the Stanford Energy Forum using the
three other IPMs. The results in Figure 6 are also shown for
two alternative discount rates: 3 percent and 5 percent.

There is a huge literature on the “right” discount rate to use
when evaluating potential societal investments, as well as
the appropriate discount rate to use when evaluating policies
that address climate change.51 For example, some argue that
it is unethical to discount the welfare of future generations
relative to the current generation’s welfare, and thus the
appropriate discount rate is zero.52 Indeed, some have even
suggested that climate-change policies ought to be evaluated
using a negative discount rate.53

Figure 7 shows the individual model-scenario average SCC
values for 2020.50 Using a 3 percent discount rate, the overall
average of the 15 estimates is $42/ton, but the average values
produced by each model and each scenario range from $11/
ton to $87/ton. Similarly, at a 5 percent discount rate, the
overall average SCC value is $12/ton, but the individual
values range from $0/ton to $27/ton.

Using a negative discount rate to evaluate climate-change
policies—or any policy, for that matter—leads to absurd conclusions because it means that the future should be valued
more highly than the present, and the further into the future,
the greater the value. In other words, society today should be
willing to spend more to prevent an adverse environmental
outcome expected to take place 1,000 years from now than

FIGURE 6. 

Alternative SCC Values, by EMF Scenario (2020), $
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FIGURE 7. 

Average SCC Values by Scenario and IPM Model (2020), $
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one expected to occur one year from
now. It also means that each generation ought to impoverish itself for the
benefit of future generations, and thus
every generation will be impoverished.
From an economic-efficiency standpoint, which is the framework for the
EPA’s benefit-cost analysis, the appropriate discount rate is the social opportunity cost of capital (SOC). The SOC
can be thought of as a weighted average
return on capital investment from all
sources of capital.54
OMB Circular A-4 called for use of a 7
percent real (inflation-adjusted) discount rate. To evaluate government
policies, the EPA previously has used
3 percent and 7 percent real discount
rates to evaluate other environmental
policies, such as those addressing air
pollution. And, although the EPA discounted the estimated future health
co-benefits associated with the CPP at
3 percent and 7 percent, it did not use
those same discount rates to evaluate
the benefits of CO2 reductions. Instead,
as discussed below, the EPA used SCC
values based on discount rates of 5
percent, 3 percent, and 2.5 percent to
estimate the present value of CO2 reduction benefits. According to the EPA,
the agency justifies using different discount rates for different types of benefits in the CPP “because CO2 emissions
are long-lived and subsequent damages
occur over many years.”55 This rationale makes little economic sense.
For example, suppose that an environmental policy is forecast to impose an
additional $10 billion of costs in 2050
and forecast to provide $10 billion in
benefits in that same year. One cannot
discount the costs at one rate and discount the benefits at a different rate
because that would create an opportunity for unlimited arbitrage—in
effect, an opportunity to create infinite
wealth.56 That is impossible.
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None of the IWG reports calculating SCC values used a 7
percent discount rate, even though using that discount rate
is called for in OMB Circular A-4. The rationale for not using
a 7 percent discount rate, which is discussed in the IWG 2010
report, is convoluted and based on two different issues.57
First, IWG 2010 argues that wealthier individuals are more
willing to pay for improved environmental quality.58 That’s
generally true—an individual who is starving is unlikely to
be willing to pay for a better view of the Grand Canyon or
to save the snail darter. But studies of willingness to pay for
improved environmental quality have focused on benefits received concurrently. In the case of CO2 emissions reductions,
today’s generation is being asked to pay for an uncertain
reduction in damages to future generations, who may be
better off than we are today. The IWG statement about willingness to pay ignores this crucial difference.
Second, the IWG argues that climate damages will be greatest
when world wealth is greatest, stating that an upper-bound
discount rate of 5 percent is included “to represent the possibility that climate damages are positively correlated with
market returns.”59 But this means that, the wealthier future
generations are, today’s generation ought to be correspondingly less willing to pay to reduce CO2 emissions for the
benefit of future generations. In other words, the IWG’s rationale wrongly conflates future generations’ willingness to
pay to avoid environmental damages with the fact that it is
today’s generation that must actually pay. As such, the economic rationale for using a 7 percent discount rate, as called
for by OMB Circular A-4, remains: the IWG’s selection of 3
percent as the appropriate discount rate is not justified.60
But even ignoring the failure to estimate SCC values using
a 7 percent discount rate, the range of SCC values varies
widely. As shown previously in Figure 6, using a 3 percent
discount rate, the SCC values range from –$11/ton to $369/
ton, depending on the scenario and model. At a 5 percent
discount rate, the range narrows somewhat, from –$7/ton to
$118/ton. Such broad ranges of SCC values, including negative values that imply that we should encourage greater CO2
emissions, provide little, if any, useful information for designing U.S. policy on CO2 emissions.
Because of the wide range of SCC values calculated by the
three IPM models, the IWG (and hence the EPA) relied on
the overall average of the SCC values calculated from the individual model estimates using different discount rates. For
example, as shown previously in Figure 6, using a 3 percent
discount rate, the FUND model calculated a range of SCC
values under the IMAGE scenario of –$4/ton and $51/ton.

The IWG used the average value of that modeling scenario,
$23/ton, to develop the agency’s overall SCC value.
The EPA Overestimated the CO2 Reduction
Benefits of the CPP
As discussed previously, all the estimated SCC values are
premised on scenarios projecting large changes in CO2
emissions from current levels of about 30 billion metric
tons, from an increase to almost 120 billion metric tons in
2100 (MERGE) to a decrease to about 13 billion metric tons
(550 ppm scenario). The 2015 IWG report’s SCC values are
average per-ton figures reflecting these emissions changes,
measured in many billions of tons, and the resulting changes
in global economic well-being, measured in many trillions of
dollars.
But the CPP will not reduce CO2 emissions by many billions
of tons. The CPP will reduce U.S. CO2 by 415 million tons per
year in 2030—less than 7 percent below the forecast total of
U.S. CO2 emissions of 5.5 billion metric tons (6.1 billion short
tons) in 203061 and only about 1 percent of projected world
CO2 emissions in that year. As such, the CPP is unlikely to
have any statistically significant impact on global temperatures.
In fact, independent analyses using the EPA-sponsored
Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas Induced
Climate Change (MAGICC) estimate that the CPP will reduce
the world’s average temperature between only 0.004◦C and
0.013°C by 2100, with an average reduction of 0.008°C.62
Changes in average global temperature of those magnitudes
are far too small to be measured physically. Nor can such
small changes be separated from natural climate variation.
Thus, the projected CO2 emissions under the CPP reductions
will have no measurable impact on world climate. And if
those emissions reductions have no measurable impact on
world climate, they will not have any measurable impact on
world GDP, either.
This fact may explain why the EPA never discusses the actual
physical impacts that the CPP will have on world climate.
Indeed, as the July 2015 IWG SCC report stated, “Even if the
United States were to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to
zero, that step would be far from enough to avoid substantial
climate change.”63
Quite apart from the inherently arbitrary assumptions in the
various IPMs, the lack of any measurable physical impact from
the CPP on world temperature and climate raises a straight
forward and important question: If the CPP will have no mea

surable impact on world climate, how can the EPA neverthe
less determine that the CPP will provide billions of dollars in
climate benefits each year?
To answer that question, two issues must be addressed. The
first is a strategic issue, in which the EPA has treated implementation of the CPP in the context of a strategic, game-theoretic exercise. The second is a basic economic one: the
difference between marginal and average values—and the
EPA’s error in failing to distinguish between the two.
The CPP Viewed in a Strategic Game-Theory
Context
From a strategic standpoint, the EPA argues that the U.S.
must implement the CPP to persuade other countries to join
efforts to reduce CO2 emissions, such as the recently signed
Paris Agreement. Only if the U.S. takes the lead in adopting policies to address climate change, will other countries
follow, the argument goes. One can think of this strategy as
requiring U.S. citizens to absorb the costs of the CPP so as to
convince other countries that they must do the same. This
can be called a “leader-follower” strategy, although it differs
from the traditional economic one, which has been typically
applied to the behavior of oligopoly.64 In the case of the CPP,
the EPA applies a leader-follower strategy to a presumed
public good.
The justification for the EPA’s strategic view appears to be a
single academic paper, which states:
Beyond the moral, ethical, and security issues this
raises, there is a strategic foreign relations question.
The United States is engaged in international negotiations in which U.S. emission reductions are part of a
deal for abatement by other countries. Benefits to each
country are determined by the global effort. Even if the
U.S. government cares only about domestic impacts,
this potential to leverage foreign mitigation supports
a domestic SCC estimate augmented by the expected
foreign leverage.65
Although this argument may appear reasonable, it ignores the
alternatives and strategies available to other countries. Yet
evaluating the strategies of other participants is a cornerstone
of game-theory exercises. But nowhere does the EPA ever
do this. For example, the EPA never evaluates the possibility that the U.S. implements the CPP and possibly other CO2
emissions policies; but other countries—especially China and
India, which are the two largest CO2 emitters and whose emissions are rapidly increasing—do not reciprocate in kind.

Furthermore, past experience with the 1998 Kyoto Protocol,
which was also an agreement to reduce world CO2 emissions,
suggests that the EPA’s assumed leader-follower strategy
may not work.66 The reason is that the greater the actions
taken by leaders, the greater are the benefits of free-riding by
potential followers. In other words, the more the U.S. does to
reduce its CO2 emissions, the more other countries will gain
economically by not doing so. In effect, if the U.S. hobbles
its economy by implementing the CPP, thereby raising the
cost of electricity, along with the goods and services that use
electricity as an input, other countries will gain a relative
economic advantage.
Of course, one might also argue that the multinational
climate agreement signed in Paris in December 2015 (known
as COP21, or simply the Paris Agreement)67 demonstrates
that the EPA’s leader-follower strategy argument is valid.
As part of the Paris Agreement, signatories have submitted
“intended nationally determined contributions” (INDCs).68
For example, the INDC submitted by the U.S. commits the
country to a reduction in overall CO2 emissions of between
26 percent and 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025.69
The problem with this argument is that compliance with
the Paris Agreement will be strictly voluntary.70 None of the
INDCs is binding. Again, this means that the signatories to
the agreement can free-ride by not meeting their voluntary
CO2 emissions-reduction goals. As more countries commit to
their specific INDC goals, and the greater the quantity of CO2
emissions are reduced by those signatories, the greater will
be the benefits of free-riding by other signatories.71
Therefore, the EPA’s estimate of $20 billion in annual climate
benefits by 2030 is overstated and unreasonable. While it is
possible that moral suasion on the part of the U.S. will be effective—by having the CPP set an example for other nations—
the lessons of the Kyoto Protocol and the benefits to other
nations from free-riding on U.S. compliance suggest that this
justification may amount to little more than wishful thinking.
Finally, even if one assumes that all the signatories to the
Paris Agreement meet their obligations, these commitments
will have little impact on world temperature—only between
0.048 and 0.170 degrees Celsius by 2100.72 Again, it is not
clear whether such small impacts can be physically measured or separated from normal temperature variability.
Thus, even in the best of strategic circumstances, there will
be few, if any, measurable climate benefits from implementing the CPP. Again, therefore, the EPA’s estimate of $20
billion in annual climate benefits is overstated and
unreasonable.
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from the three IPMs, with marginal SCC
values (Figure 8).

FIGURE 8. 
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The CPP and the EPA’s Marginal vs. Average
Economic Error
This paper next examines the EPA’s economic error stemming
from its use of the IWG SCC values to estimate the direct benefits of the CPP from reductions in CO2 emissions. This economic error is a simple one: using average benefits to estimate
a marginal one.

CO2 IWG

As shown in Figure 8, the marginal SCC
is the economic impact of each additional
ton of CO2 emitted. All the various climate
models show increasing adverse impacts of
greater CO2 emissions. (As shown in Figure
5, even the FUND model projects this trend,
once world temperature increases more
than 3 degrees Celsius.) Thus, the marginal
damage caused by increasing CO2 emissions
is assumed by these models to increase, as
shown by the curved line in Figure 8, labeled
“Marginal SCC.” The average SCC value
equals the total economic damage divided
by total additional CO2 emissions. (The total
SCC at any level of CO2 emissions equals
the area under the marginal SCC curve.
The average SCC equals the total social cost
divided by the quantity of CO2 emitted.) If,
despite the results of the FUND model, the
marginal SCC is assumed to always be increasing, the average SCC curve always lies
below the former, as shown.

When the increase in CO2 emissions is small, the marginal
damage is not even measurable. Equivalently, the marginal
benefit of a small reduction in CO2 emissions is also small.
This is the case with the CPP. Temperature changes73 that are
too small to physically measure and impossible to separate
from natural climate variability cannot be associated with
changes in climate and economic output. Thus, the benefits of
equivalent CO2 reductions are effectively zero.74

To understand the difference, consider a health-related
analogy. It’s generally recognized that regular exercise improves one’s health. Suppose that a study was performed
comparing the health of individuals who walked three miles
daily with those who did not exercise at all. The study estimated each walker’s health benefit at about $11,000 per
year. Thus, the average benefit per mile walked is $11,000 /
(three miles/day • 365 days) = $10/mile. But this does not
mean that, if a couch potato walks 15 feet per day (roughly
one mile each year), he will derive a $10 annual benefit,
because the average benefit from walking is not the same as
the marginal benefit.

Again, however, the SCC values calculated by the IWG, and
used by the EPA, are not based on marginal CO2 emissions
changes. Instead, the SCC estimates are average values, equal
to the estimated impact of a large change in CO2 emissions
in a given year, divided by the present value of lost economic
output, as measured by a decrease in world GDP. In Figure 8,
the overall average value of the three models’ SCC values, as
displayed in Figure 7, is shown as SCCIWG. Again, that is the
SCC value that the EPA used to calculate the CO2 reduction
benefits of the CPP.

Yet this is exactly the type of error that the EPA has made
in relying on average SCC values that were based on multibillion-ton changes in CO2 emissions, when the CPP will
have only a small, marginal change on CO2 of less than 500
million tons. As with the couch potato, the EPA wrongly
equated the average SCC values, estimated by the IWG

As discussed previously, the EPA estimated climate benefits
in a given year by multiplying the CPP’s forecast reduction
in CO2 emissions by the IWG’s SCC estimate for that year. In
Figure 8, this is shown as the shaded rectangle, which equals
the product of the estimated reduction in CO2 emissions,
CO2 CPP, and the average SCC value, SCCIWG. But because the

magnitude of CO2 reductions under the CPP is below the
threshold level (assumed to be the level where there are
measurable climate impacts), the CPP’s actual CO2 reduction
benefits are effectively zero.

be, a crucial component in the cost-benefit analyses that the
EPA performs to justify its various rules. However, as this
section demonstrates, not only are those estimates of co-benefits highly subjective and uncertain, but the EPA has almost
surely double-counted some of those estimates, an outcome
that arises because of other air-pollution rules that the EPA
has implemented.

In an attempt to get around the basic physical fact that the
CPP will have no measurable impact on climate and thus no
climate benefits, the EPA argues that, because climate change
is a world problem, the SCC estimates must be based on world
climate impacts. This is a typical public-good argument: no
single party can capture all the benefits of a public good, which
means that too little of that public good will be supplied. The
argument is correct, as far as it goes, but the EPA misuses that
argument. As discussed previously, factoring in world climate
and economic impacts cannot change the fact that the CPP
itself will have no measurable impact. Nor does it change the
fact that, even justifying the CPP from a strategic standpoint,
the overall estimated impacts of the Paris Agreement INDCs
will also have little or no measurable effect on climate.

How the EPA Estimated Co-Benefits from Reduced
Air Pollution
The overwhelming majority of the estimated co-benefits in the
CPP are the result of reductions in premature deaths (“premature mortality,” in the EPA vernacular). Although the EPA
also estimates benefits from reduced sickness (“morbidity,”
in the EPA vernacular), such as fewer heart attacks, asthma
attacks, and so forth, these are small when compared with the
benefits of premature deaths.77
The EPA’s estimated health co-benefits stem primarily from
reductions in emissions of SO2 and NOx. The reason is that
emissions of these two air pollutants cause (are “precursors,”
in the EPA vernacular) increases in particulate levels and
ground-level ozone concentrations.

III. The EPA’s Co-Benefits
Estimates Are Overstated
and Uncertain

To estimate health co-benefits from reductions in SO2 and
NOx, the EPA first estimated ranges of benefit-per-ton values
for these pollutants for three regions of the U.S.: California,
the West, and the East (Figure 9).78

T

he EPA estimated that 40 percent to
60 percent of the projected benefits
of the CPP in 2030
will result from reduced
FIGURE 9. 
particulate emissions,
stemming from reductions
EPA Regional Breakdown
in electricity supplied by
coal-fired power plants.
The EPA’s inclusion of co-benefits in its
cost-benefit analysis of the CPP is consistent with its past practices. For example,
the EPA’s analysis of its proposed Mercury
and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) rule
determined that more than 99 percent of
the estimated benefits would be co-benefits from reduced particulate emissions.75
More recently, in EPA’s proposed rule to
reduce ground-level ozone, two-thirds
to three-fourths of the projected benefits in 2025 are co-benefits from particulate reductions.76 Clearly, accounting for
co-benefits has been, and continues to

Calif.

West

East

Source: CPP RIA, Figure 4A-1
Source: CPP RIA, figure 4A-1
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The EPA then multiplied these benefit-per-ton values by the estimated reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions (measured in tons)
in each region. Thus, in year T, the co-benefits from SO2 reductions, SO2 Co-benefitT, can be written as:

SO2_Co-benefitT=ΔSO2T,East • $/tonT,East+ΔSO2T,West • $ton/T,West+ΔSO2T,CA • $/tonT,CA
The EPA performed similar, separate calculations for reductions in year-round and summer NOx emissions affecting particulate and ground-level ozone concentrations, respectively.
As an example, using a 3 percent discount rate,79 the EPA estimated benefit-per-ton values for reductions in SO2 of between
$40,000 and $89,000 in the East, between $7,800 and $18,000 per ton in the West, and between $120,000 and $270,000
per ton in California80 (Figure 10).
The EPA derived benefit-per-ton values based on two epidemiological studies linking exposure to particulates to the risk of
premature death and two studies linking exposure to ground-level ozone to premature death. The EPA used these studies to
develop per-ton “incidence rates” for SO2 and NOx.81 These incidence rates were then combined with the EPA’s estimate of what
is called the “value of a statistical life” (VSL). The overall SO2 and NOx benefit-per-ton values are the product of the incidence
rates for each pollutant and the VSL.

FIGURE 10. 

For example, the premature death incidence rates and per-ton benefit values for ground-level ozone caused by summer NOX
emissions are shown in Figure 11.82 The regional values differ because of differences in population density; parts of California
(e.g., Los Angeles), for example, have high population densities exposed to SO2.

EPA Estimated SO2 Co-Benefits in 2030
Region

Projected Emissions
Reductions
Low Value Benefit
(1)
(1,000 tons)
(2011$/ton)(2)

High Value Benefit
(2011$/ton)(2)

Benefit Range
(billion 2011$)

Eastern U.S.

243

40,000

89,000

9.7–21.6

Western U.S.

36

7,800

18,000

0.3–0.7

California

1

120,000

270,000

0.1–0.3

Total

280

$10.1–$22.6

FIGURE 11. 

(1) CPP RIA, table 4-15; reductions below business-as-usual scenario, (2) CPP RIA, table 4-9 (3% discount rate)

EPA Estimated Ozone Reduction Health Co-Benefits in 2030

Region

Low Incidence Rate High Incidence Rate Value of a Statistical
(premature deaths (premature deaths
Life in 2030
per ton)(1)
per ton)(1)
(million 2011$)(2)

Benefit Range
(2011$ per ton)

Eastern U.S.

0.00064

0.00290

10.1

6,500–29,300

Western U.S.

0.00023

0.00110

10.1

2,300–11,100

California

0.00180

0.00820

10.1

18,200–82,800

(1) CPP RIA, table 4A-14, (2) CPP RIA, p. 4-20

The EPA used its electricity planning model to determine the net reductions in SO2 and NOx reductions under the CPP from
the business-as-usual (BAU) scenario. For example, the EPA determined that in 2030, the CPP would reduce SO2 emissions by
243,000 tons in the eastern U.S., 36,000 tons in the western U.S., and 1,000 tons in California, all below emissions in the BAU
scenario. Thus, using a 3 percent discount rate, the EPA’s total health-related co-benefits from reduced SO2 in 2030 ranged
from about $10 billion to nearly $23 billion, as shown in Figure 10.83
Critical Review of the EPA’s Co-Benefits Analysis
Having summarized the overall calculations made by the EPA to estimate health co-benefits from reducing premature deaths,
in this section I examine the models and assumptions used by the EPA to develop these co-benefit estimates. These estimates
rely on six modeling components, all of which embody numerous assumptions and raise multiple uncertainties. These six components are:
1. Forecasting how to meet future electricity demand at the lowest expected cost under the EPA’s BAU scenario, using the
EPA’s integrated electricity demand model (whose operation is discussed in more detail below)84
2. Forecasting the mix of generating resources and energy-efficiency resources needed to meet electricity demand under
the CPP at the lowest cost, while also meeting the CPP’s CO2 emissions-reduction targets for each state, using that same
electricity demand model
3. Estimating the resulting reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions from components 1 and 2
4. Estimating the decrease in concentrations of particulates (known as “PM2.5,” in reference to the 2.5-micron size of the
particles)85 and ground-level ozone in 12-kilometer-square (km2) grids across the U.S. stemming from the estimated
reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions, based on the locations of generating plants assumed to meet future electricity
demand
5. Estimating the resulting decrease in premature deaths and disease because of those reduced concentrations by applying
the results of epidemiological studies
6. Estimating the monetary value of the decrease in premature deaths and disease incidence, based on estimates of VSL
and estimates of the costs associated with various illnesses

In effect, steps 1 through 3 provide estimates of the total reductions in pollutant emissions, measured in tons, while steps 4
through 6 estimate the average values per ton for those emissions reductions.86 The EPA performed the calculations for three
years: 2020, when the CPP is assumed to take effect; 2025; and 2030, the year when the EPA expected the CPP to be fully implemented.
Figures 12a and 12b provide a simplified schematic of the co-benefits analysis process, involving multiple models and assumptions, which, as discussed below, are not consistent with one another. As shown in Figure 12a, steps 1 through 3 produce
the estimated reductions in SO2 and NOx, measured in tons. (This is shown as the box labeled “T.”) The EPA uses an exogenous forecast of electricity demand produced by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)—specifically, the forecast
published in the EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2015, which projects electricity demand through the year 2040.87 That forecast is
produced using EIA’s National Energy Modeling System (NEMS), which simultaneously forecasts energy demand, fuel prices,
and economic growth.88
Using the projections of emissions reductions, the EPA employs a computer model, called the Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program—Community Edition (BenMAP-CE),89 to estimate the corresponding reductions in air quality throughout the
country. BenMAP-CE breaks the country into 12 km2 grids because the health impacts from exposure to pollutants, such as
those emitted by a coal-fired power plant, depend on how far an individual lives from the plant.
For example, suppose that the EPA determines that, under the CPP, a least-cost approach to meet the CPP’s emissions-reduction goal for Ohio means that a coal plant in the southern part of that state will close in 2025. BenMAP-CE uses the corresponding reduction in pollution to estimate changes in the ambient (i.e., outside) concentrations of the pollutants in the air and thus
the resulting exposure levels to individuals living near that plant. (Of course, the number of individuals living near the plant
must also be forecast.)
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FIGURE 12A. 

The EPA’s Co-Benefits Analysis
Steps 1–3: Estimate Reductions in SO2 and NOx Emissions from the CPP
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because of CPP, based on changes in
electricity generation – moving away
from coal-fired generation toward more
natural gas, wind and solar, and energy
efficiency resources.

EPA Electricity Planning Model
Estimated BAU scenario emissions, using
assumptions about future electricity demand
and EPA electricity model to forecast how to
meet that demand at lowest cost.

FIGURE 12B. 

The EPA’s Co-Benefits Analysis
Steps 4–6: Estimate Benefits per Ton of SO2 and NOx Reductions and Total Co-Benefits
Estimated tons of SO2 and NOx reduced because of
CPP, based on changes in electricity generation –
moving away from coal-fired generation toward more
natural gas, wind and solar, and energy
efficiency resources.
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BenMAP-CE estimates the value of the health benefits from
the reduced exposure levels to PM2.5, based on the results of
two epidemiological studies that evaluated the relationships
between levels of particulate matter concentrations and exposure to mortality risk (Figure 13).90

the eastern U.S., and the western U.S., as shown in Figure 9.
Those estimates, combined with the estimated reductions in
premature deaths in each region, provide the overall co-benefits estimates associated with reductions in particulates and
ground-level ozone in the three analysis years.

In this figure, emissions of SO2 and NOx lead to greater concentrations of PM2.5. These greater concentrations of PM2.5,
in turn, increase the risk of premature death, often called
“excess mortality risk.” In the figure, the BAU concentration,
CBAU, causes an excess mortality risk of MBAU (Point A). The
CPP reduces the ambient concentration level to CCPP. Using
estimated dose-response functions, which relate changes in
pollution-exposure levels to the risk of premature death, the
excess mortality risk is reduced from MBAU (Point A) to MCPP
(Point B). The overall reduction in premature deaths equals
the change in mortality risk times the estimated population.
(The inherent uncertainties in the dose-response functions
are addressed below.)

Co-Benefits Estimates: Uncertainties
and Potential Biases
The EPA’s methodology encompasses many uncertainties that
can have large impacts on the estimated co-benefits. Moreover, the EPA’s assumptions introduce potential bias that
leads to overestimates of co-benefits. The three major sources
of uncertainty and potential bias are:95
1. The EPA’s integrated electric planning model, used to
estimate the cost of meeting future electricity demand
and reductions in the quantities of air pollution
2. The epidemiological studies used by the EPA to estimate reductions in premature deaths and the resulting benefit-per-ton estimates associated with those
estimated reductions in SO2, NOx, and ozone

Next, the EPA estimated the monetary value of the reduction
in premature deaths. To do this, the EPA used an estimated
value of a statistical life (VSL).91 VSLs are commonly esti3. Whether the EPA double-counts co-benefits attributmated based on studies that compare wage rates in different
ed to the CPP, all or in part, that already have been
occupations and those occupations’ risks of fatal accidents
accounted for in other air-pollution rules
or through contingent valuation studies, which are based on
surveys. For example, ironworkers who
build skyscrapers have a higher risk of acFIGURE 13. 
cidental death than construction workers
who build single-family homes. Not surPM2.5 Concentration and Risk of Premature Death
prisingly, ironworkers are paid more than
construction workers. The differences in
Excess Mortality Risk
accident risk and wages can be used to
estimate the statistical value of life.92 The
EPA developed an average VSL value of
$6.3 million (in 2000$), based on the
EPA Dose-Response
Function
results of 26 labor-market and contingent
valuation studies conducted from 1974
A
through 1991.93 The EPA also assumed that
MBAU
VSL numbers would increase as growth
B
in income increases, and thus used VSLs
MCPP
of $9.9 million (2011$) in 2020 and $10.1
million (2011$) in 2025 and 2030.94
The EPA combined the estimated decreases in premature deaths with the VSL to determine the overall co-benefits of air-pollution reductions. The EPA then aggregated
the local emissions-reduction benefits estimated by BenMAP-CE into dollar-perton estimates for three regions: California,

CCPP

CBAU

PM2.5
Concentration

Source: Author illustration
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Uncertainty/Bias 1: The EPA’s Integrated Electric
Planning Model
The estimated pollution reductions are determined using the
EPA’s integrated electric planning model (EPM). That model,
which is also used to determine the cost of meeting future
electricity demand under the CPP, determines the optimal
(i.e., least-cost) mix of generating resources to meet future
electricity demand while also meeting the required individual
state CO2 emissions reductions.
The EPM is a deterministic model: the model assumes that
the future is known with perfect certainty. That assumption
is an obvious simplification of reality and one that creates a
downward bias in compliance costs, as discussed later.
But even if one ignored that source of cost bias, the EPA’s
use of the EPM to estimate changes in total particulates and
ground-level ozone ignores the fact that higher electricity
costs will affect economic growth and the economic viability of other large industrial sources of these pollutants. For
example, as electricity prices increase, some industrial and
commercial sources may reduce or relocate their operations to
lower-cost venues, or even go out of business altogether. But
the EPM does not take this into account, as the model focuses
solely on meeting electricity demand.
A second source of potential bias in the EPA analysis, which
likely overestimates pollution reductions, stems from the
EPA’s assumption about improvements in the operating efficiency (called the “heat rate”) of the coal-fired generating
units that continue to operate under the CPP.96 More efficient
coal-fired plants result in fewer emissions for every MWh of
electricity generated. For example, the EPA assumes that coalfired generating plants in Texas will increase their average
efficiency by 2.3 percent by 2030, while those in the eastern
U.S. will increase efficiency by an average of 4.3 percent, all
at a cost of $100/kW, based on a break-even analysis between
efficiency improvements and the cost of coal.97
Although assumptions about improved operating efficiency over time are reasonable, the EPA analysis assumes that
no such heat-rate improvements will take place under its
BAU case.98 But that assumption is belied by the steady improvements in generating efficiency that have taken place for
decades. Gas-fired combined-cycle generating technology, for
example, has improved greatly over the past decades. (Furthermore, as discussed in the section on compliance costs, this
assumption introduces downward bias in the compliance cost
estimates.) The EPA never explains why, under its base case,
there are no assumed heat-rate improvements. Moreover,
the EPA assumption is contradicted by other aspects of the

EPM, such as forecast decreases in average operating hours of
coal-fired plants, which will reduce the operating efficiency of
those plants.99 And the EPA analysis ignores how uncertainty
about future coal prices affects economic decisions by owners
of generation plants.
In making its heat-rate improvement assumptions based on
break-even analysis (evaluating the minimum return necessary to induce new investment), the EPA also appears to have
not accounted for existing pollution-control requirements—
specifically, those under the agency’s own New Source Performance (NSP) rules.100 Under NSP, heat-rate improvements
such as those assumed by the EPA can trigger requirements
for additional pollution-control measures. For example, if the
owner of a coal-fired generating plant installs a new, more
efficient, boiler, doing so could trigger NSP rules, requiring
the owner to install additional pollution-control equipment.
From an economic standpoint, such a trigger reduces the incentive to install the more efficient boiler. There is no evidence
that the EPA accounted for this basic economic issue.
A third source of potential bias in the EPA analysis stems
from the electricity demand forecast itself. Specifically, for its
analysis, the EPA relied on the forecast of electricity demand
prepared by the EIA, using that agency’s NEMS, discussed
earlier. The electricity demand forecast produced by NEMS is
based on numerous factors, including future economic growth
and fuel prices. Moreover, NEMS is dynamic, in that economic growth, future fuel prices, and electricity demand are determined simultaneously because they all affect one another.
The EPM, however, assumes a rate of future economic growth
that is independent of electricity and fuel prices, thus ignoring the interdependence built in to the EIA’s modeling system,
which is an input to Step 1 of the six-step estimation process described previously. Thus, for example, whereas the EIA’s 2015
Annual Energy Outlook predicts rising real prices of natural gas
over time, the EPM forecasts lower natural gas prices under the
CPP. Because fuel prices affect economic growth, the forecast
economic conditions used by the EPM as inputs are inconsistent
with NEMS. Yet the EPA model relies on NEMS for forecasts of
future electric demand and economic growth.
Moreover, as was discussed previously, the EPA links the
benefits of the CPP to assumptions about world economic
activity, population growth, and implementation of similar
CO2 reduction programs in other countries. This introduces
another modeling inconsistency if SCC estimates are based
on a projection of future world economic growth—including
projections of U.S. economic growth—that differs from the assumptions used in the EPM.

Uncertainty/Bias 2: Epidemiological Studies and
the EPA’s Benefit-per-Ton Estimates
The estimated benefits from reductions in premature death
are based on extrapolations of estimated historical relationships between exposure to pollutants and the rate of death
and disease using epidemiological studies, as well as estimates of the value of a statistical life. The estimated benefits
from forecasts of reduced disease incidence, such as asthma
attacks, are also based on epidemiological studies, but typically rely on assumptions about the costs of illness, such as
the estimated cost of a doctor visit or a missed school day, to
determine overall benefits estimates. Because the overwhelming majority of the EPA’s estimated co-benefits under the CPP
stem from projections of reduced premature deaths, the discussion in this section focuses on those estimates.
Of all the EPA’s projected benefits of the CPP, the assumptions and analysis underlying the estimates of co-benefits resulting from reductions in premature deaths are perhaps the
most complex.101
Estimated Benefits from Reduced
Concentrations of PM2.5
The EPA’s benefit-per-ton estimates for reductions in PM2.5
and premature mortality in adults are based on two studies:
Krewski et al. (2009) and Lepeule et al. (2012).102 Neither
study “proves” causation between exposure levels and increased mortality risk; instead, they demonstrate correlations
between exposure levels and premature deaths. That is not
unusual, as the science of epidemiology focuses on observations between diseases in populations and exposure to different elements.103
Because these two studies are so integral to the EPA’s co-benefits estimate of reductions in particulates, it helps to know a
little more about them.
Krewski et al. updated a study that had been prepared by the
American Cancer Society that examined particulate exposure
levels for a group of more than a million individuals. The original study examined those individuals and exposure to particulates over a four-year period, 1979–83. The Krewski study
then updated the data to include average particulate matter
exposure in 1999 and 2000. (Note that this exposure was
prior to the enactment of several major air-pollution rules developed by the EPA, including new standards for PM2.5 itself
and reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions.)
In addition to exposure levels, the original study collected demographic data, such as education and income levels, employment status, race, and whether the individuals lived in homes

with air conditioning, based on the 1980 census.104 The study
evaluated the links between particulate exposure levels and
different causes of death, such as heart attacks, lung cancer,
and so forth, and estimated changes in risk associated with
10-microgram-per-cubic-meter (µg/m3) changes in PM2.5 concentration levels.
The study found that the risk of premature death increased by
between 3 percent and 15 percent for each 10 μg/m3 increase
in PM2.5.105 The study also found a strong inverse correlation
between education levels and mortality risk: less-educated individuals were found to have greater risk from premature death
from PM2.5 exposure than individuals with more education.
Although not as detailed as the Krewski analysis, the Lepeule
et al. study found similar risk increases for each 10 μg/m3 increase in PM2.5. Although that study used data as far back as
1979, data from the EPA were available only for 1999–2009.
Pre-1979 data were assumed equal to the first year when concentration was measured. Data for 1988–98 were estimated
based on concentrations of larger particulates (PM10) and visibility measures from the National Weather Service.106 The
Lepeule study estimated a log-linear relationship between
PM2.5 levels and premature mortality down to the lowest measured concentrations of 8 µg/m3.107
The critical issue is that estimating a log-linear relationship
(or any relationship) between observed exposure levels and
excess mortality risk does not mean that same relationship
continues below observed exposure levels. Yet that is exactly
what the EPA assumed in estimating the co-benefits of the
CPP.
The relationship between pollution concentration and excess
mortality risk is important because average concentration
levels have fallen greatly over time. During 1979–83 and
1999–2000, average nationwide PM2.5 concentrations were
21µg/m3 and 14µg/m3, respectively.108 By comparison, according to data published by the EPA, the average PM2.5 concentration level nationwide in 2014 was less than 9µg/m3, and 90
percent of the population was exposed to levels below 11µg/
m3. The region with the highest average concentration was
the West, defined by the EPA as California and Nevada. In
those states, the average concentration was 9.5µg/m3, and 90
percent of the population was exposed to levels below 14µg/
m3. (The current national exposure standard is 12µg/m3.)109
If concentrations nationwide are nearing the lowest measured
levels of the epidemiological studies, simply extrapolating
results to unobserved levels to estimate benefits at lower concentrations can lead to a biased estimate of the dose-response
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function and overestimate the benefits of further reductions in
concentrations. In other words, if there are (unobserved) concentration levels that are ignored in estimating the dose-response function, there may be no impacts whatsoever beyond
a given threshold concentration level (Figure 14). In this
figure, the large black dots represent observed PM2.5 concentrations and relative risk values. These are fit with a regression to derive an estimated log-linear dose-response function
over the range of observed PM2.5 concentrations, down to the
minimum observed level (the dashed black line). The key empirical question, however, is what the dose-response function
looks like below the minimum observed concentration levels,
especially as the EPA’s maximum nationwide concentration
limits are close to the lowest observed concentrations in these
studies. The solid blue line represents the “true,” but unobserved, dose-response relationship.110
While admitting that there is a great deal of uncertainty in estimating dose-response relationships,111 the EPA assumes that
the dose-response function is log-linear until a zero concentration is reached (the dashed orange line);112 that is, the EPA
assumes that there is no threshold exposure level. In contrast,
in some of its previous studies, the EPA did assume that there
were threshold exposure levels below which there were no additional benefits.113

FIGURE 14. 

Uncertainty in Dose-Response Relationships
Log of excess
mortality risk

Estimated Benefits from Reduced Ground-Level
Ozone Concentrations
The EPA’s estimated benefit-per-ton values for reductions
in ozone concentrations are equally problematic. Again, the
EPA assumes that there are no threshold levels of ozone concentrations below which there are no adverse health impacts,
i.e., there is no safe level. Yet in a recent article, Goodman
et al. (2015) question whether the EPA’s proposal to lower
maximum ozone exposure levels would provide additional
health benefits.114 The authors of this article discuss the many
factors that enter into epidemiological studies of ozone exposure, such as average exposure times, errors in measuring exposure levels, errors in distinguishing other factors affecting
risk, and so forth, concluding that: (i) the EPA has failed to
address these methodological issues in its recommendations
for more stringent ozone exposure standards; and (ii) had
the EPA done so, the proposed lower standards would not
improve health.
Uncertainty/Bias 3: Has the EPA Double-Counted
Air-Pollution Reduction Benefits?
Critics of the CPP contend that the EPA is double-counting
co-benefits that the agency has previously included in other
air-pollution regulations.115 Moreover, critics also argue that
the EPA’s setting of standards for other air pollutants has
raised a related problem: because it is required to set standards at levels where
there is no significant risk from pollutant
exposure, the agency is double-counting
health co-benefits from emissions reductions beyond those standards.116
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The EPA asserts that it has not double-counted benefits, and instead claims that the
agency has estimated the incremental benefits of additional particulate reductions. For
example, the EPA claims that the “estimated
benefits associated with these emissions reductions are beyond those achieved by previous EPA rulemakings, including the Mercury
and Air Toxics Standards (MATS).”117 Moreover, the EPA also claims that incremental
benefits can be achieved by reducing pollution levels below those established by the
agency’s own standards.
But MATS has not been implemented
and still faces legal challenges. Thus,
assumptions made by the EPA for how
electric generators will comply with MATS
are just that—assumptions, which adds to

the uncertainty of the pollution-reduction estimates in the
CPP RIA. The same is true of the EPA’s recent Cross-State Air
Pollution Rule (CSAPR), which took effect in January 2015.
According to the EPA, this rule has also been incorporated
into its CPP analysis.118 Therefore, one can ask whether—and,
if so, how—the EPA has incorporated CSAPR compliance
into its pollution-reduction estimates. Similarly, it is not
clear whether the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis of its even
more recent proposed rule to further reduce ground-level
ozone concentrations—which also projects significant airpollution co-benefits from decreased particulate emissions—
incorporates all the changes from the CPP.
In part, the critics’ arguments are correct. Clearly, if the EPA
counts the benefits of a reduction in pollution for Rule A, then
the agency cannot count those same benefits for Rule B. As
I discuss below, whether the EPA has done so in the CPP is
unclear.
But the argument also reflects a fundamental disagreement
over health-based pollution standards themselves: if healthbased standards are set at levels where there is supposedly
little risk to human health, can further reductions in those
levels provide additional health benefits? In other words, is
there a threshold level beyond which there are no additional
adverse impacts from exposure?
Threshold levels are nothing new. In fact, the Clean Air Act
defines a “primary [air quality] standard” as an ambient
air-quality standard, “the attainment and maintenance of
which in the judgment of the Administrator, based on [the]
criteria and allowing an adequate margin of safety, [is] requisite to protect the public health.”119
An “adequate margin of safety” implies that there are minimal
benefits from further reductions in exposure levels. Indeed,
the EPA has adopted “reference exposure levels,” defined as
“An estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of
magnitude) of a continuous inhalation exposure to the human
population (including sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be
without appreciable health risks during a lifetime (24 hours
per day for 70 years).”120 (As discussed later, despite such
reference exposure levels, the EPA, in assessing the co-benefits of reduced particulate exposure, assumed that there are
no threshold levels below which exposure has no appreciable
health risk. This assumption would appear to be inconsistent
with setting air-quality standards that allow for an “adequate
margin of safety.”)
A further complication arises because, as discussed previously,
epidemiological studies are not evidence of causality. Even

though such studies attempt to account for other contributing
factors, including smoking, they cannot “prove” that exposure
to, say, particulates will cause an individual to suffer an asthma
attack or die of lung cancer prematurely a given number of
years into the future.
In dealing with the double-counting issue, the EPA changed
the language in the Final CPP RIA from what appeared in the
Draft CPP RIA, which was issued in June 2015.121 Specifically, in the Draft CPP RIA, the EPA stated: “It is possible that
some costs and benefits estimated in this RIA may account
for the same air quality improvements as estimated in the illustrative NAAQS [National Ambient Air Quality Standards]
RIAs.”122 That statement would seem to imply the potential
for double-counting of co-benefits. In the final version of the
CPP RIA, that statement was eliminated and replaced with the
following:
Some of the emissions reductions estimated to result
from implementation of the final emission guidelines
may achieve some of the air quality improvements that
resulted from the hypothesized attainment strategies
presented in the illustrative NAAQS RIAs. The emissions reductions from implementing the final emission
guidelines will decrease the remaining amount of emissions reductions needed in non-attainment areas and
reduce the costs and benefits attributable to meeting the
NAAQS.123
Although laced with more bureaucratese, this statement also
suggests that some of the estimated co-benefits may be double-counted.
When the Final CPP RIA was released in August 2015, the EPA
had not yet issued a Regulatory Impact Analysis for the agency’s proposed new ground-level ozone standards (Ozone RIA),
as part of the NAAQS.124 The proposed standard would reduce
the maximum ground-level ozone exposure from the current 75
parts per billion (ppb) to 70 ppb. According to this latest ozone
RIA, between two-thirds and three-fourths of the projected
benefits in 2025 are particulate reduction co-benefits.125
The EPA’s analysis in the ozone RIA also appears to conflict
with the CPP RIA, specifically: “The setting of a NAAQS does
not directly result in costs or benefits, and as such, the EPA’s
NAAQS RIAs are merely illustrative and the estimated costs
and benefits are not intended to be added to the costs and
benefits of other regulations that result in specific costs of
control and emissions reductions.”126
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Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that there is some level
of double-counting of co-benefits in the CPP RIA. Precisely how
much double-counting is impossible to determine, partly because
of the nature of the EPM, which the EPA used to estimate the
benefits associated with pollution reductions under the CPP and
has also used to evaluate pollution reductions in the electric generating sector associated with other air-pollution rules.

Ultimately, while it may be impossible to demonstrate that
the EPA has double-counted a specific quantity of pollution
reductions—such as showing the same coal plant being closed
multiple times under different rules—the limitations of the
EPA’s planning methodology and its treatment of future investment decisions make it virtually impossible not to double-count pollution reductions from separate rules.

Determining whether the EPA has double-counted the same
pollution-reduction benefits rests on the EPA’s integrated
electric planning model, which, through its assumption of
perfect knowledge about the future, determines whether the
owners of individual generating units will respond to each
pollution rule. For example, in assuming MATS compliance
by 2016, the model determines which coal-fired generating
plants would be shuttered because of a physical or a financial inability to comply with the emissions reductions. The
model also determines investment in new generating plants
and energy efficiency to meet future electricity demand. Those
plant closures and new additions then determine the estimated co-benefits from particulate and ozone reductions.

IV. The EPA
Underestimated
Compliance Costs for
the CPP

Similarly, to meet the CPP, the EPA electric planning model
again determines which of the remaining coal-fired generators
will be shuttered, what new plants will be constructed, and the
level of energy-efficiency investments needed to meet future
electricity demand, and so on, for the proposed ozone rule.
The underlying problem with this modeling approach is
that it treats each of these various air-pollution rules separately, as if the other rules do not exist. But that is not how
plant owners evaluate future investments. Instead, plant
owners see a myriad of pollution-control rules, including
many not yet implemented, having uncertain impacts on
the economic value of their generating plants. For example,
as discussed in the previous section, improvements in the
operating efficiency of an existing coal-fired plant may
trigger NSP requirements, which would require additional investment. But there are no specific guidelines issued
by the EPA that say, “If operating improvement X is made,
NSP will be triggered.”
Because of the nature of how owners would look at multitudes
of air-pollution rules simultaneously, as well as the uncertainty of the impacts of those rules, it is virtually impossible to
separate the effects of each rule on investor decisions. That is,
if a generation-plant owner is confronting future implementation of multiple air-pollution rules, the owner likely will evaluate a plant’s economic future based on the rules in total, not
separately.127

T

he compliance costs associated with the
CPP focus primarily on the additional
costs of meeting future electric demand.
(The EPA also estimated reporting and
record-keeping costs, but these are several
orders of magnitude lower.)128 The EPA
estimated the difference in costs between a BAU
future that meets demand but that does not
include the individual state CO2 reduction goals,
and a case in which demand and each state’s
CO2 reduction goals are simultaneously met.
How the EPA Estimated CPP Compliance Costs
The EPA calculated the difference in compliance costs associated with meeting forecast electricity demand under its base case
and CPP model scenarios. As shown previously in Figure 12a,
the EPA’s forecast of future electricity demand is based on the
forecast published in the EIA’s 2015 Annual Energy Outlook. For
example, in 2020, the AEO forecasts total electricity demand of
about 4 million GWh, after accounting for energy-efficiency programs.129
Using this forecast, the EPA used its integrated electric planning
model to determine the lowest-cost mix of generating resources to meet that demand, based on forecasts of technology costs
and fuel prices in three separate years: 2020, 2025, and 2030.
For example, in 2020, the EPA’s BAU scenario assumes 207,000
MW of installed coal-fired generating capacity in the U.S.,
100,000 MW of nuclear capacity, and 130,000 MW of non-hydroelectric renewable generating capacity, primarily wind and
solar generation.130

Next, the EPA estimated the cost of meeting this same level
of electricity demand under the CPP. To do this, the EPA first
reduced forecast demand by the amount of additional cost-effective energy-efficiency resources that would be acquired in
each state.131 The EPA then ran its electricity planning model to
determine the lowest-cost mix of generating resources to meet
these lower-demand values in 2020, 2025, and 2030. The total
change in meeting electricity demand in those three years is the
net difference between the reduced cost of generating electricity and the cost of the additional energy-efficiency investments.
The EPA estimated that, by 2030, the total increase in compliance costs over the base case would be between $5.1 billion
and $8.4 billion, depending on whether the individual state
CO2 reduction goals are achieved through mass-based reductions or rate-based ones, respectively.
For example, in 2030, the EPA estimated total generating cost
under the BAU scenario of $201.3 billion (2011$) and a generating cost of $180.1 billion under the CPP.132 Thus, under
the CPP, the EPA forecasts a reduction in generating costs
of $21.2 billion (2011$). To this value, the additional cost of
energy efficiency is added. In 2030, the EPA’s estimate of
additional energy-efficiency expenditures is $26.3 billion.133
Thus, the net increase in meeting electricity demand is about
$5.1 billion (2011$).134
Critical Review of the EPA’s Compliance Cost
Estimates
The EPA analysis is based on numerous assumptions, many of
which are unreasonable and artificially reduce projected compliance costs. A number of these assumptions appear to be
arbitrary, while other assumptions are inconsistent with the
EPA’s own analysis. Furthermore, the EPA’s electricity planning model is deterministic (i.e., it assumes perfect foresight).
Of course, in reality, the future is uncertain, and the further
out into the future one goes, the greater the uncertainty. This
is why long-term forecasts tend to be inaccurate. Moreover,
investment decisions, including decisions about the types of
generation to construct and the amounts of energy-efficiency
resources to obtain, will also be affected by uncertainty. But
the EPA ignored those effects on investment decisions.
The EPA’s Fundamental Apples-to-Oranges BenefitCost Error
Even if the EPA’s cost analysis were valid, the comparison
between the additional costs of meeting future electricity
demand and the benefits from CO2 reductions and air-pollution reduction co-benefits violates a fundamental tenet
of benefit-cost analysis: the cost and benefit estimates for a
policy must be calculated using a consistent perspective.

For example, suppose a proposed policy in New York State will
impose $10 million in costs to New Yorkers and $90 million in
costs to the rest of the U.S. Suppose further that the policy will
provide an estimated $50 million in benefits to New Yorkers
and $40 million to the rest of the U.S., or $90 million in total
benefits. A policy that provides $90 million in benefits to the
U.S. but imposes $100 million in costs is not one that passes
benefit-cost muster.
Next, suppose that New York policymakers base their decision to implement the policy on comparing the costs and
benefits accruing to the state alone. In that case, they would
compare $50 million in benefits and $10 million in costs. Now
the policy appears to be favorable from a benefit-cost standpoint. Finally, suppose that New York policymakers compare
the costs to the state and benefits to the nation as a whole. In
that case, the policy appears even more favorable: costing $10
million, it provides $90 million in benefits.
The problem is that evaluating the proposed policy using
either of these two alternative frameworks (state costs and
state benefits; state costs and national benefits) produces a
distorted picture. In effect, these two frameworks completely ignore the “beggar-thy-neighbor” impacts of the proposed
policy on the rest of the U.S.
In evaluating the benefits and costs of the CPP, the EPA did
something similar. The EPA’s analysis ties world climate benefits to a subset of U.S.-only costs. The EPA justifies the worldwide scope of benefits in two ways: because CO2 emissions
affect global climate; and because, as the EPA itself states, “the
U.S. operates in a global and highly interconnected economy,
such that impacts on the other side of the world can affect our
economy.”135
The interconnected nature of the world economy is clearly
true. Yet on the cost side, the EPA ignored all those broader
economic impacts—notably, potential reductions in future
U.S. GDP growth resulting from higher electric costs and the
impact of changes in future U.S. economic growth on the world
economy.136 In so doing, the EPA limited its cost estimates to
changes in the future cost of electricity to U.S. consumers.
This dichotomy between how the EPA measured benefits and
costs—in effect, an apples-to-oranges comparison of benefits
and costs—is a fundamental flaw of the CPP RIA.
Modeling Errors Associated with Meeting Future
Electricity Demand
Even if one ignored the fundamental error in the EPA’s benefit-cost framework just discussed, the EPA’s analysis regarding the additional costs to meet future electricity demand
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under the CPP is chockablock full of uncertainties, arbitrary
assumptions, and outright errors. In addition to the problems
associated with the EPA’s assumptions about operating-efficiency improvements for coal-fired generating plants and the
assumption of perfect foresight, which were discussed previously, there are at least three other modeling errors:
1. Arbitrary assumptions about the cost-effectiveness
of energy-efficiency resources and uncertainty about
energy savings and duration
2. A flawed assumption that energy-efficiency costs are
annualized over their expected lifetimes, rather than
incurred when those measures are purchased
3. Unrealistic assumptions about the costs and availability of wind and solar generation

Modeling Error 1: Flawed Treatment of EnergyEfficiency Investments
The CPP RIA’s treatment of energy efficiency suffers from
fundamental flaws typical of engineering-economic analyses
of energy-efficiency programs, which typically overestimate
energy savings and underestimate costs. Moreover, the analyses fail to account for rebound (or “snapback”) impacts, in
which consumers, seeing lower costs to obtain the services
that electricity provides (e.g., air conditioning), consume
more of those services.137 This is similar to the effect of owning
a car with a high number of miles per gallon: the greater the
MPG, the lower the cost to drive. As the per-mile cost to drive
falls, the number of miles driven tends to increase.
This type of behavior, which stems from basic economics, can
be difficult to observe empirically for many electricity consumers because most consumers do not have electricity use
metered by each end use.138 Although the EPA recognizes the
existence of rebound effects, the agency’s energy-efficiency analysis does not account for them and instead dismisses
those effects as insignificant.139
The EPA assumed that electricity demand in each state would
decrease each year because of new energy-efficiency programs
implemented under the CPP.140 For example, if a state was
estimated to have been reducing electricity demand by 0.4
percent annually, the EPA assumed that this rate of reduction
would not only continue under the CPP but would ramp up by
0.2 percent each year, until the reduction in electricity demand
in each state was 1.0 percent per year by 2020. The EPA then
assumed that this 1.0 percent annual reduction would continue throughout the remainder of the modeling period (i.e.,
until 2030). As a result of these assumed energy-efficiency

gains, the EPA assumes that total electricity demand is almost
8 percent lower by 2030 than in the base case.141
The EPA never explains why none of these programs would
be implemented but for the CPP, especially given the
EPA’s arguments regarding the cost-effectiveness of these
programs. Given the small estimated changes in electricity
rates forecast by the EPA, it is not clear why, if these energy-efficiency programs are so cost-effective, none would
be implemented absent the CPP. Thus, the EPA analysis
overestimates potential energy savings, and the resulting
reductions in electricity generation, compared with the
base-case scenario.
Furthermore, the compliance costs calculated by the EPA
through its electricity planning model used still another
real discount rate to determine the costs of future generating-plant investments. This rate, 4.77 percent, reflects the
EPA’s estimate of the weighted average cost of capital for
generation developers. 142 However, the EPA used discount
rates of 3 percent and 7 percent to determine cost-effective energy-efficiency investments. In effect, the EPA
analysis assumes private investment decisions for generating plants but societal investment decisions for installing energy-efficiency measures, even though installing
energy-efficiency measures is done by private individuals
and firms with private capital. Whereas economists (and
others) may argue about the most appropriate discount
rates to apply to environmental policies, there is no justification for using different rates in discounting different benefit and cost streams arising from the same policy.
Again, doing so creates the potential for infinite arbitrage,
which is impossible.
Modeling Error 2: Annualizing Energy-Efficiency
Costs
The EPA also significantly underestimates energy-efficiency
costs because of another fundamental economic error. This
error stems from the EPA’s spreading out the costs of energy-efficiency investments (called “levelization”) over assumed
lifetimes, rather than incurring the costs of the investments
in the year when they are made. A simple example can illustrate the difference. Suppose that you go to the hardware
store and purchase a new LED bulb for $30. Although the
bulb may last ten years, the $30 purchase cost is not spread
out over ten years. Rather, you incur the cost when you purchase the bulb, even though you may obtain benefits from the
bulb, in the form of a lower electric bill, over the bulb’s lifetime. A cost-benefit analysis of your lightbulb purchase would
compare the up-front cost against the present value of future
benefits. The EPA did not do that.

Instead, by annualizing energy-efficiency investment costs
and preparing estimates for only three analysis years, the EPA
significantly understates the actual costs of energy-efficiency programs, including the costs paid by consumers themselves.143 This assumption significantly understates the actual
costs of the assumed energy-efficiency investments, especially
as the EPA does not provide any sort of overall present value
cost analysis. Rather, the EPA simply provides cost “snapshots” in 2020, 2025, and 2030.144
The EPA’s assumption also understates the adverse impacts
on lower-income consumers, who will be less likely to afford
the energy-efficiency investments forecast by the agency.
Moreover, by understating energy-efficiency costs, the EPA’s
forecasts of lower electric bills for residential consumers,
which project average reductions of between 7 percent and 8
percent by 2030, are also dubious.145
Modeling Error 3: Overly Aggressive Cost and
Availability Assumptions for Wind and Solar
Generation
Another set of issues in the EPA analysis concerns the costs
and output of wind and solar generation. Specifically, the EPA
assumes aggressive cost reductions for onshore wind and
solar photovoltaic generation and may also overestimate the
actual generation of those resources. These assumptions serve
to reduce forecast compliance costs.

FIGURE 15. 

The EPA projects the addition of about 90,000 MW of new
non-hydro renewable generating capacity by 2030 under the
CPP, a doubling of the estimated non-hydro renewable generating capacity in 2013 (Figure 15). In total, the EPA projects
154,000 MW of non-hydro renewable generating capacity in
2030 in its base case and an average of 172,500 MW under the
CPP. By comparison, in 2013 total non-hydro renewable gen-

erating capacity was 88,300 MW, of which more than 66,000
MW was from wind and solar generation.146
Because of their inherent intermittency, actual generation from wind and solar facilities is only a fraction of the
amount of installed capacity. In 2014, the average capacity
factor for utility-scale wind generation (i.e., what was actually produced) was 34 percent. The capacity factors for
solar photovoltaics and solar thermal were 26 percent and
20 percent, respectively.147
The EPA analysis assumes, without any supporting evidence,
that these capacity factors will increase steadily over time. For
example, the EPA assumes that the capacity factors for new
onshore wind generation will increase to between 39 percent
and 44 percent, depending on location.148 For offshore wind
generation, the EPA assumes capacity factors between 43
percent and 53 percent, depending on location.149 Moreover,
the generation profiles used by the EPA for solar photovoltaics
show solar power being generated in some states as early as 4
am in winter (hours before sunrise) and throughout the night
in summer.150 Although the overall impact on compliance costs
from these assumptions is likely small, they demonstrate, at
the least, sloppy modeling.
In addition to doubling the amount of wind and solar capacity, the most recent version of the EPA cost model (v.5.15),
which the agency used to estimate generating costs to meet
future demand, assumes significant decreases in the capital
and fixed operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for new
wind and solar generating capacity as of 2016, relative to the
previous iteration of the model (v.5.13) (Figure 16).
The IPM also forecasts continued decreases in capital costs
of wind and solar generation, especially for photovoltaics and
onshore wind (Figure 17).

Non-Hydro Renewable Generating Capacity (MW)
Year

Base Case

CPP Avg.(1)

Difference

2013

88,300

88,300

--

88,300

2020

130,000

130,000

0

127,300

2025

139,000

135,500

-3,500

134,200

2030

154,000

172,500

18,500

146,600

71,400

89,900

--

58,300

n/a

n/a

n/a

184,800

Change: 2013–30
2040
(1)
(2)

AEO 2015(2)

Taken together, the EPA’s projected
cost reductions and increased capacity factors paint a highly optimistic
picture for the cost of wind and solar
under the CPP. Of course, these cost
and availability projections cannot be
disproved; they are, after all, projections. But economic considerations
suggest that the projections are overly
optimistic, for several reasons.

CPP RIA, p. 3-31, table 3-12, average of mass-based and rate-based estimates
AEO 2015, table 16 (all sectors), http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/tbla16.pdf
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Capital and Fixed O&M Costs in 2016—Wind and Solar Generation
Capital Cost
(2011$/kW)
Solar PV
Solar Thermal
Onshore Wind
Offshore Wind

Fixed O&M
(2011$/kW-year)
Solar PV
Solar Thermal
Onshore Wind
Offshore Wind
(1)
(2)

FIGURE 17. 

(3)

IPM 5.13(1)

IPM 5.15(2)

AEO 2015(3)

IPM 5.15 v. AEO
2015

3,473
4,842
2,331
6,502

2,214
5,089
1,750
5,320

3,279
4,052
1,980
6,154

-36%
20%
-13%
-18%

IPM 5.13

IPM 5.15

AEO 2015

IPM 5.15 v. AEO
2015

22.06
68.23
40.12
75.06

7.61
43.57
48.01
104.68

24.68
67.23
39.53
73.96

-66%
-36%
20%
39%

U.S. EPA, IPM v.5.13 Documentation, chap. 4, table 4.16, http://www2.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-base-case-v513-generating-resources
U.S. EPA, IPM v.5.15 Incremental Documentation, http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/epa_base_case_v.5.15_incremental_documentation_august_2015.pdf
U.S. EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2015, table 8.2

Projected Change in Capital Costs, Wind and Solar, 2016–30 (2011$/kW)
Resource

2016

2020

2025

2030

Chg.
2016–30

Solar PV
Solar Thermal
Onshore Wind
Offshore Wind

2,214
5,089
1,750
5,320

1,602
4,929
1,736
4,766

1,469
4,728
1,726
4,202

1,336
4,529
1,722
4,091

-40%
-11%
-2%
-23%

Source: U.S. EPA, IPM v.5.15 Incremental Documentation, table 4-16

First, wind generation already has been developed extensively
where the wind is most favorable and wind resources generate
the most electricity. Such locations provide wind developers
with the highest profits. As more wind generation is added,
development is likely to occur in areas with less favorable
wind conditions and less generation. Thus, rather than continual increases in wind capacity factors, as forecast by the
EPA, it is more likely that new wind resources will have lower
capacity factors.

Finally, the EPA analysis does not consider the need for
new transmission infrastructure to connect the forecast investments in new wind and solar generating capacity.151 Nor
does the EPA model include the additional cost of standby
operation of fossil-fuel generation, primarily gas-fired combined-cycle generating units, which must provide backup to
“firm up” intermittent wind and solar generation. Exclusion
of these two types of costs introduces a downward bias in the
EPA’s compliance cost estimates.152

Second, the Wind Production Tax Credit (PTC), which has
driven new wind development, expired at the end of 2014.
Although the tax credit was resurrected through 2019 as part
of reaching a federal budget agreement at the end of 2015,
the resurrection entails a phaseout of the Wind PTC in that
time, with the level steadily decreasing. As such, the economics of new wind generation will be less favorable than if
the full PTC were available.

Ultimately, the EPA’s justification for the CPP is based on
strategic and foreign policy assumptions, specifically, that the
U.S. must go first—and U.S. citizens must pay—if any worldwide agreement on reducing carbon dioxide emissions is to
be achieved. Yet even in the wake of the Paris Agreement in
December 2015, there is no evidence that other nations—especially the two with the largest and rapidly increasing CO2
emissions, China and India—will respond in kind.

V. Conclusion

T

he fundamental question addressed
in this paper is whether the EPA’s
cost-benefit analysis provides a
reasonable and factual basis to conclude
that the CPP’s benefits will exceed its costs.
To this question, the answer is clearly no.
The EPA’s cost-benefit analysis relied on multiple layers of
unrealistic, arbitrary, and inconsistent assumptions. The EPA
overestimated the primary benefits associated with reduced
CO2 emissions because it relied on an arbitrarily calculated average SCC and used that average value, rather than a
marginal value, to estimate worldwide economic benefits,
90 percent of which will not be realized by U.S. consumers.
And, contrary to the requirements of OMB Circular A-4, EPA
does not separate CO2 reduction benefits accruing outside the
U.S.,153 even though the vast majority of the estimated benefits
will, in fact, accrue outside the country.
In effect, the CPP will require U.S. consumers, businesses, and
taxpayers to incur billions of dollars in higher costs each year
for their electricity (along with the ripple effects that higher
electricity prices will have on other goods and services) in
exchange for CO2 reductions that will have no measurable
impacts on world temperature and climate.154
The EPA analysis overestimated health co-benefits by overestimating pollution reductions stemming from unrealistic assumptions about operating-efficiency improvements of coalfired power plants, failing to account for possible threshold
impacts of pollutant exposures and treating all forecast deaths
from air-pollution exposure as “premature.” The EPA’s modeling approach also appears to double-count co-benefits, although the flawed electricity demand modeling process used
by the EPA makes it virtually impossible to determine the
exact magnitude of that double-counting.
The EPA also underestimated compliance costs by: (i) annualizing energy-efficiency investments, rather than accounting
for the costs that would actually be paid by electric consumers; (ii) ignoring rebound effects; (iii) using optimistic assumptions about wind and solar costs and output; and (iv)
ignoring the costs of new transmission infrastructure that will
be necessary to connect the projected doubling of wind and
solar generation under the CPP, as well as the costs of additional backup generation needed to offset the intermittency of
wind and solar generation.

Beyond these analytical errors, the EPA analysis suffers from
a fundamental apples-to-oranges error because it compares
electricity-related costs borne by U.S. consumers with global
economic benefits. That error alone means that the EPA analysis is not a reasonable basis for justifying the CPP in terms of
forecast benefits and costs.
Finally, the EPA never considers the equity issues that will flow
from higher retail electricity prices and how those higher prices
are likely to exacerbate energy poverty, especially in states
where current environmental policies have caused retail electric rates to increase.155 Exacerbating energy poverty through
higher electricity costs and reduced economic growth is likely
to expose lower-income consumers to greater health risks.
Ultimately, the EPA views the CPP in a strategic context,
arguing that the CPP must be implemented if other nations are
to implement their own CO2 reduction policies. Whether that
view is correct is unknown, although jumping off a cliff and
hoping that others will follow may not be an effective strategy
to address climate change. But the EPA never considers the
economic implications if its view is wrong and if implementation of the CPP does not lead to other nations imposing their
own CO2 reduction policies. Again, the recent Paris climate
accord is strictly voluntary.
Reconciling the EPA Cost-Benefit Analysis with
Policies to Address Climate Change
The many flaws of the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis of the CPP
do not necessarily mean that the U.S. should not adopt any
policies to address climate change. While cost-benefit analysis
is a component of evaluating proposed policies—and an important one, at that—it should not be viewed as some sort of
policymaking deus ex machina.
Development of optimal climate-change policies—including
whether an optimal policy is to do nothing specific to reduce
future CO2 emissions—depends on many factors, not the least
of which are highly uncertain computer models. But such policies also hinge on attitudes toward future risks, whether society
must purchase “insurance” against those risks, and, if so, how
much insurance should be purchased. Moreover, development
of optimal climate-change policies must confront the inevitable trade-offs between devoting resources to address more
current issues (e.g., access to clean water, vaccinations against
debilitating diseases, and ample supplies of low-cost energy to
improve economic growth) and devoting resources to address
potential future impacts from climate change.
None of these is a simple issue, and all involve inherently subjective factors.
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In August 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) released the final version of its proposed Clean Power Plan
(CPP), which calls for reducing emissions of carbon dioxide from
U.S. electric generating plants by 870 million tons below 2005
levels by 2030, when the EPA assumes that the CPP will be fully
implemented. This paper presents the results of a comprehensive
examination of the assumptions and methodology used by the EPA
to estimate the costs and benefits of the CPP.

Key Findings
1. The EPA’s cost-benefit analysis suffers from a fundamental flaw: it
compares estimates of world economic benefits against a subset of
U.S.-only costs.
2. The EPA’s cost-benefit analysis significantly overestimates the
direct benefits of CO2 reductions and co-benefits of accompanying
reductions in air-pollutant emissions and significantly underestimates the specific costs of meeting future electricity demand.
3. The CPP will have no physically measurable impact on world
climate, estimated to be less than 0.01 degrees Celsius by the year
2100 using an EPA-sponsored climate model.

